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Cross-document coreference & hierarchical relations between scientific concepts
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Use IE model to extract method and 
task mentions from Dan’s papersProblem I: Diversity

Many semantically similar but 
lexicially different mentions that 
mean (almost) the same
(IR system, search engine)

Problem II: Ambiguity 
Lexically similar but semantically 
different mentions 
(information extraction, extracting 
information)

Problem III: Abstraction levels 
Mixture of high-level and fine-grained 
concepts

Motivation: Matching Authors By Facets
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Hierarchical Cross-Document
Coreference Resolution over Scientific Concepts

● Define a new task: 

Hierarchical 

Cross-Document 

Coreference Resolution



● Construct SciCo, a new 

large-scale dataset 

annotated by domain 

experts 

Collecting Annotated Data: Bootstrapping



Novel Evaluation Metrics

● Devise novel evaluation metrics for hierarchical cross-document 

coreference resolution  



Modeling

● Baseline customized models 



Check out our 
paper for more 

details!

Thanks!


